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Highly Reliable Thin Nitrided SiO2 Films Formed
by Rapid Thermal Processing in an NzO Ambient
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Nitridation of thin SiO2 filn has been succeeded by rapid thernal
as reactants. In conparison
processing (RTP) using only- O2 and Nz0
nitride-d Si0e - (Si0"Nr) f ilm ( A nn) , which
with pure Si0, f iIn,
includes abouto 5 at?o nitrogen at th'e Si0ri{J/Si inf,erf ace, showed a
Iarge charge-to-breakdown value greater thAn"30 C/cm" and a density of
electron traps lower than that of Si02 in hiSh-fieId stressing (>8
MV/cm) under the condition of gate neg.atively biased. The SiOxNy/Si
interface evaluated by high-resolution TEM is quite uniform, at I-east
ordered within one or two atonic layers.
1.

INTRODUCTIOI{

Very thin Si02 films are strongly needed
for advanced integrated circuits such as
scaled EPROMs, EEPROMs and M0SFETS. In these

devices, dielectric filns should have
excellent leakage characterlstics and hish
The trapping
strength
dielectric

MOS

characterlstics are also important for
The wear-out and
keeping device reliability.
hot-carrier injection of Si02 filn due to
high-fieId stress becone to be nore
actualized with a decrease in the Si02 filn
thickness. To improve the dielectric
properties, thernal nitridation of Si02 has
been proposedl-3). Many activities in this
field have been focused on the nitridation of
Si02 with NHg. Although NH3-nitrided Si02
film has several advantages such as reduction
of the interface trap states and blocking of
impurity penetration the inclusion of
hydrogen atons (H) which act as an origin of
el-ectron traps, is unavoidable. Reoxidation
of this filn has been proved to be effective
in reducing included H atomr4-0). This
process is, however, rather complicated and
strongly dependent on its conditions.

To avoid the above complexity, we have
successfully applied rapid thernal processing
(RTP) to the nitridation of thin Si02 films.
This process consists of the combination of
in situ oxidation with OZ and in situ
nitridation with nitrous oxide (N20). In this

paper, the dielectric properties of NZOnitrided Si02 (SiOxNy) film and the SiOxNy/Si
interface structure will be described in
conparison with pure Si02 filn.

2.

EXPERIiIET{TAL

Si02 anrl SiO*N, filns were formed on 35 ohm cr, p-type (1-00) Si wafers after the

standard cleaning procedure reported
elsewhereT'8) uy the above oxidation and
nitridation (or oxynitridation), in which the
heating and cooling rates were 50-100o0/s.
Table I shows the process sequences enployed.
For aII sanples #L, #2, #3 and #4, the total
film thicknesses were 8.2 nn a 0.5 nm. MOS
capacitors were fabricated by depositing n+
polysilicon gate electrodes on the dielectric
films. MOS characteristics were evaluated by
C-V, I-V and tine-dependent dielectric
breakdown (TDDB) neasurenents. The SiOxNy/Si
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interface was evaluated by hiSh resolution
TEM (HRTEM), Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(xPS )
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3. RESTILTS
3.1 Dielectric properties of SiO*N, filns
To investigate the effect of stress

trAp . density. c\ange as
Fis.1 Interface
a- function of- the injected charge
for samples #L-#4.
on

the MOS capacitors, electrons were injected,
in the Fowl-er-Nordheim (F-N) region, from the
gate electrode into the dielectric filuts at a

constant current ( -fO nh/cm2 ) . AII
neasurenent s were performed on MOS
capacitors with the gate area of 2x10-4" 2.
The effect of the stress on the tlensity
of inteface trap states (Dit) as a function
of iniected charge (Q1n;) is shown in Fig.1.
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Sanple #1 (pure Si02) showed a large increase
in Di1 at the initial stage. 0n the contrary,

sanples #2, #3 and #4 (SiO"Ny) provide
smaller A Dit values as conpared to sample
#1,. Figure 2 shows the effect of the stress
on the flatband voltage shifts ( AVFB).
Although negatlve shifts of Vpg are found for
all sanples, the shifts of sanples #2, #3
and #4 are nuch snaller than that of sanple
#L. The amount of AVf,n corresponds to the
density of hole traps. Hence, the saturation
tendency of Vpg in higher charge region
exhibits hole trap filling process.
The gate voltage shif ts ( AVg) at a
constant current density are plotted in
FiS.3. For sample #1, Vs is slightly shifted
to the positive direction at the initial
stage, and then increases alnost linearly to
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eV, indicates that the SiOxNy structure is
essentially the sane as tetrahedral Si04
itself
The norphology of the Si0xNy/Si
interface was evaluated by HRTEM. As shown
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spectra measured near the interface of sanple
#4 is shown in FiS.Z. The N(ts) peak due to
Si-N bonds is found at g9Z.g eV. The 0(1s)
spectrum, whose main peak appears at SgZ.2
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attributed to the creation of new electron
traps. 0n the contrary, for sanpl_es #2, #g
and #4, no positive Vs shlfts are observed
and the degrees of negative Vg shifts are
nuch smaller than that in sample #1.. As is
seen in Fig.3, charge-to-breakdown (Qgp)
increased in the order : sample #2, #9, #L
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Figure 4 shows cunulative TDDB failures
for all samples. It is apparent that sample
#4 is superior to sanple #L, but sanples #z
and #3 are nuch inferior to sanple #1. This
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The Si0"Ny/Si interface structure

detection Iinits. 0n the contrary, 8n
accunulation of N of about b at% was observed
at the interface of sanple #4, as shown in
FiS.6. Sinilar results were obtained for
samples #2 and #3.

The chemlcal bonding state of N atons
at the SiOxNy/Si interface was investigated
by XPS. Typical 0(1s) and N(ls) core level
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The layer compositions of the oxide
films were investigated by AES. The depth
proflles of N, 0 and Si for sanple #L are
shown in FiS.5. Nitrogen is not observed in
the bulk or at the SiOZ/Si interface within

sample #1.

|f

flnding indicates that proper nitridation
(sanple #4) 1s effective for inproving the
breakdown characteri stics
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inages show that the
SiOxNy/Si interface in sanple #4 is quite
uniforn at least ordered within one or two
atonic layers, whereas unduration up to 1 nn
in Fig.8,

HRTEM

and thickness inhomogineity are observed in
sanples #2 and #3.

ADit and in positive charge density. The
fornation of Si-N bonds plays also an
important role in reducing electron traps.
In the VU measurements, only sample #4
showed a large QgU value greater than 30
C/cn? as compared to that of sample #L. 0n
the contrary, QBD values for samples #2 and
#3 are much smaller than that of sanple #1.
The detailed nechanism of breakdown phenonena
is stitl unknown. However, for sanples #2
and #3, filn thickness inhomogineity and
large undulation at the interface have been
confirned by HRTEM. Hence, we consider that
localization of electric field and charge
build up occur in samPles #2 and #3,
resulting in smaller Qnn values. 0n the
other hand, sample #4 has atonically flat
interface as is similar to thin Si0Z film
previously reportedt'8), consistent with its
excellent dielectric properties.
5.

4.

DISCUSSION

forned bY RTP
indicates snaller changes in the densities of
electron and hole traps and in Dit as
conpared with Si02 film.
The Si0xNy film

differences between the pure Si0Z
and Si0*N, fitm can be explained on the basis
of the broken bond noder9-11-). rn Si02 film,
defects such as strained Si-0, Si-0-0-Si
and,/or S1-0H groups are present. This nodel
indicates that when the above defects are
scissored off by iniectetl electrons, a large
number of trivalent silicon, Si* (0g=Si'
and,/or Sit=gi' L which act as hole traps, is
generated and that they induce positive
charge by processes such as 0g= Si' + h ->
0B=Si+. Injeeted electrons are captured
sinultaneously by the process : 03-Si+
+ e + Og=Si' . If the above Si* defects are
minimizett by the formation of Si-N bonds near
the SiOxNy/Si interface, the hole trappng
rate can be reduced, resulting in decreases
These

CONCLUSION

A new and reliable nethod of
nitridation of thin Si02 film has been
developed by ernploying the following RTP
sequence : oxidation in 02 and nitridation
(or oxynitridation) in NZO. The dielectric
properties of Si02 filn can be greatly
improved by this process.
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